
Akanagi Group Wins Five Awards for
Performance Investment Outlook
The Fund Awards are granted annually to the funds in each classification that achieve the highest
score using the Leader for Consistent Return methodology

TOKYO, KANTO, JAPAN, November 30, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Akanagi Group, a Pan Asian
asset management business with experience across a range of asset classes that manages
investments on behalf of individual clients, institutional investors and pension funds, wholesale
distributors and platforms, financial advisers and their clients, today announced that three Akanagi
Group mutual funds landed as the top-performing funds in their peer groups across various time
frames, delivering outstanding risk-adjusted performance and a 5 year investment projection outlook.
“Given the state of the bond market in recent years, we’re gratified that our investment process has
held up through waves of market volatility,” said Sadaaki Takeuchi, Head of Fixed Income
Investments. “When our products are consistently at the top of their respective industry categories, it’s
a testament to our team and our long-term investment process.”  
In addition, The Large-Cap Equity Portfolio ranked best in the 5-year outlook in its category. Large-
Cap Value Team Leader Masateru Miura commented on his team’s success: “Our clients are long-
term investors. We appreciate the trust they’ve put in us, and do everything we can to provide them
with value and consistency over time.” 
The Fund Awards are granted annually to the funds in each classification that achieve the highest
score using the Leader for Consistent Return methodology, a measure of a fund’s historical risk-
adjusted returns excluding sales charges, relative to peers. Ratings for Consistent Return are
computed for all classifications with five or more distinct portfolios. 

About Akanagi Group

Akanagi Group is a Pan Asian asset management business with experience across a range of asset
classes and a specialist investment company by market sectors. The firm manages investments on
behalf of individual clients, institutional investors and pension funds, wholesale distributors and
platforms, financial advisers and their clients. The Group’s specialist investment teams set their own
investment philosophy and processes. They share a commitment to acting in our clients’ best
interests and to generating long-term portfolio performance.  Akanagi Group focuses on Japanese
stocks with earnings growing, which will be priced in eventually. The company’s belief is that it can
find growing companies even in the mature Japanese market. Through significant knowledge and
experience, it evaluates quality and sustainability of earnings growth, and select stocks that it can
hold over a long-time horizon.
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